The source code for resonant x-ray magnetic scattering (RXMS) data analysis is available. It includes measures of the radial variation of intensity and ability to extract azimuthal angular variation of intensity within the transmission geometry. If you need assistance to modify my code please email.
Due to recent 1−5 interest in the azimuthal angle dependence of the RXMS intensities, I am making my programs available (free for non-commercial applications). The code calculates radial and angular variation of intensity for transmission geometry and will need modification for your experimental arrangement if you should choose to utilize it in some manner. By uncompressing the uploaded files with the programs uudecode and then tar, you should find four text files. These are the code for producing the four figures in my previous 6 publication. In the comments are additional code for very large color figures displayed on my webpage http://staff.washington.edu/∼evr/Gallery.html involving fourier transform, inverse fourier, autocorrelation,etc. A code fragment follows: %%% ) can you tell me how you were able to do this, %%% ) so that i will be able to help others with %%% ) the same question? thanks. %%% ) %%% ) ) -----Original Message-----%%% ) ) From: evr [mailto:evr@u.washington.edu] %%% ) ) Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2003 10:07 PM %%% ) ) To: Allen, Rob %%% ) ) Cc: E. Chan %%% ) ) Subject: Re: batch converting spe to tiff %%% ) ) %%% ) ) Thanks for all your advice. %%% ) ) We can read the spe file into Matlab. %%% ) )
